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Happy Halloween!
How can you make a major splash at the class Halloween party without orange cookies?

ry a Scary Night sheet cake. Use
chocolate frosting to cover the

cake, then add ghosts, gravestones,
haunted houses or skeletons in white
frosting. Coloring book are a good
source of art ideas for decorated cakes.
If pumpkins are a part ofthe scene, look
for small plastic ones at a store which
sells craft or cake decorating items.
(Plan to get a lot of punpkias to avoid
fights over who gets to take them
home.)

For cupca.kes with a dranatic flair,
try topping vanilla frosting with a black
plastic spider or bat ring. (Ooohgross!)

Funny Faces
Wtren it comes time to transform

your young trick-or-treater into his or
her chosen role, take a look at the pos-
sibilities available with acceptable cos-
metics.

Make up which is designed to be
used near the eyes is not permitted to
contain petroleum-based dyes. This
gives you a wide range of choices with
black or brown eyebrow pencils, as well
as all the shades of greens, blues,
lavender, and even phks which are
available ir eye liner or shadow.

If you've already ordered one of the
natural liosticks described in the
July/Augusi issue of Pure Facfs, then
rosv cheeks and clown's noses. as well
as vampire blood, are at your disposal.

Make-un will be much easier to
remove if you first put a layer of cold
cream on your child's face.

Balloons
These are great alternatives for

Feingold families to give on Halloween
night. (Look for a pump to help you
supplement lung power and to avoid
ingesting the powder found inside
them.) But be aware that uninJlated
balloons can be a hazard for children
who out themin their mouth. The Con-
sumir Product Safety Commission
reports that inhaling an uninflated bal-
loon or piece ofa balloon is the leading
cause of suffocation death in children.

If Your Child is Sick
When a family removes petroleum-based additives, and replaces most of their junk food
with nourishing choices, they generally feel better. Colds or flu tend to be less common,
and ear infections may disappear entirely

ut for those times when illness
does strike, the Feingold family

needs to know how to avoid the syn-
thetic colors and flavors which are
added to most pediatric medicines.

Our newly-revised Medication List
now contains a section called "Planning
for Your Child's Hospital Stay." It in-
c ludes suggest ions [or obtaining
suitable medication.

Does your family doctor have a copy
of our Medication List in your child's

file? This is espccial-
ly helpful when you
need to have a
prescription phoned
to your pharmacy.
We will provide these
books for doctors,

aurses, dentists pharmacists, and other
interested health care professionals.
Contact your local association or
FAUS.

Mary pharmacist are distressed by
the excessive Ritalin prescdptions they
fill, and would welcome information
about a "better way." Contact FAUS
for extra copies of our irformation
brochure and fliers, and ask your phar-
macist to make them available to their
customers.

Editor's note:Thanks to the member
pharmacists, who are also Feingold
parents, for their help in preparing this
newsletter.

Special Issue on Medication



Mark
We called our son "Scooter" when he was a baby because
he rocked so hard in his crib that he would scoot it all the
way across the room.

some research on the problem. I
recalled seeing Dr. Feingold on the
Donahue show, and then found his
book. After readingitlbegan to recog-
nize that the other symptoms - what is
now called "attention deficit disorder"
- seemed to fit Mark.

With my new-found information, I
attacked the cupboards with a venge-
ance. My husband was accustomed to
taking my word on medical matters, so
he didn't object to the chalge in our
food.

I 'm delighted to report
that within three days, our
ten year old was a very dif-
ferent child.

After we began the program he no
longer had problems which we hadn't
even identified as problems! He could
come to the dinner table and sit down
without spilling everything, could go to
sleep without rocking, and stopped
talking out in his sleep. He stopped
incessantly teasing his sister, being ar-
gumentative, and could now turn off the
TV without a confrontation.

Mark had become so unlappy with
his life by the time he was ten years old,
he welcomed a chance to change things.
Michelle was just as eager to see some
changes as well! The whole familY
cooperated, aad never regetted giving
uo svnthetic chemicals.

I soon received a letter from his
teacher which says "Mark is a pleasure
to have in class." After ten years of
worry and searching, I can't describe
the feelings this brought, Needless to
say, I still have that letter.

His ability to pay attention inproved
quicklS while the reading and spell;"g
skills improved more gradually.

We began the diet  in
November, and bythe end of
the school year Mark had
brought his skills up to al-
most grade level!

He had no problems with reading or
spelling after that, and sixth grade was
a real success story.

I was surprised at the willpower
Mark showed - he had a lot more than
I think I would have had. There wers
some setbacks, though, like the tirne he
wasn't feeling well and the school nurse
gave him Pepto Bismol. He then be-
cane aggressive and ended up with
detention. I called the nuse and told
her I had specifically written on his
health form (in red ink!) that Mark
could not have any medication except
Tylenol. She said yes, she read my in-
structions, but didn't see how a little
Iartificially colored] Pepto Bismol
could hurt anyone!

Fortunately, most of the people we
encountered cooperated with Mark's
diet. The teachers kept cupcakes in the
cafetetia freezer for unexpected par-
ties, our doctors were great, and
nobody objected when I volunteered to
do the shoppiog for activities that in-
volved food.

The only difficulties we
encountered were in deal-
ing with the grandparents.

My mother was willing to cooperate,
but couldn't understand what the diet
was all about. She hadn't had problems
with us, and I remiuded her that we ate
from the garden and she made every-
thing ftom scratch. Then it made sense
to her.

My mother-inJaw was a different
story. She's a member of the "just a
little bit won't hurt" school of thought,
and would sneak treats to MaJk without
my knowledge. I told her that if she
expected to see her grandson she
wouldn't do that anlmore. "Further-
more," I told her, "if you do it again I'll
bring hfun back here and you can keep
him for two days wbile he gets over his
reaction." I have found you must put

M;:m,:??.:ff;X-"J,l:
then he had speech problems, and later
it was an inability to read or spell.

He was not at all l.ike the tpical
"hyperactive" child I had learned about
in nursing school. Mark was a quiet
little boy who enjoyed listening to
stories; in fact, he could sit for hours,
drawing tiny little pictures.

It was clear that our son
was bright, so why couldntt
he learn?

The school thought maybe the prob-
lem was that my husband's job caused
us to move so frequently. I didn't agree,
but couldn't come up with an answer
either. Our daughter, who was three
years younger,  d idn' t  have these
problems. Virtually every professional
we encountered told us the same thing,
which was, ir effect: "Michelle is fine -
what are you doing xrong with Mark?"

When he was 9 we were told that
Mark wouldbe placed in an "LD class."
I asked for a copy of the results of their
tests and was told he had not bccn
tested. There was no way I was going to
agree to any such placement without
some solid information. Testing then
showed Mark to be close to the 98th
percentile in all subjects. I later found
out the special class they recomnended
was a catch-all for students who didn't
fit in elsewhere.

By the time Mark reached
fifth grade things were get-
ting desperate. "If Mark
would progress any
slowerrt'Iwas told, tthetd be
going baclwards."

He had been moved along from
grade to grade even though hs wasn't
able to keep up. In the earlier years it
was less crucial, but now, since he
couldn't read he coulda't learn, and this
begaa to damage his usually sunay dis-
position. He wasn't happy with himself,
ald the other children began to exclude
him-

The fifth grade teacher suggcsted
Mark may be hyperact ive.  This
prompted me to go to the library alrd do Continued on Frye 3

Mark Giza today
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vour child's welfare first. even if it
heans someone's feelings get hurt. She
nevor roally understood, but she
cooDerated after that.

Mark's reactions varied, dependi"g
on what he had eaten. Synthetic dyes
made hin surly and short-tempered,
but too many salicylates caused him to
be talkative. I could teu the mitrute he
walked in the door if he had eaten the
wrong thirrg. One of the problems we
faced was that he was not aware of
when he was having a reaction. Only
after the effects wore off could he look
back and see that his behavior hadbeen
different. For the most part, though, he
was very careful.

By the time he was a teenager, Mark
was able to be more liberal about his
diet, and didn't have trouble going out
to eat with friends. He just was careful
about what he ate.

Todat at age 22, Mark chooses to
follow the Progran. He has found that
the dyes are the worst offenders for
him, and that he doesn't have to be as
concerned about avoiding artificial
flavorinss.

It's been 12 years since we first
leamed about the Feingold Progran,
and I've been an active advocate, both as
a diet assistant, and in my work as a
nurse. Moms who learn of the program
when their children are toddlers are so
fortunate; there's so much we had to go
tbroueh.

Paients today are also fortunate
there are so many choices. Back then we
had so little information, I had to do a
lot of food preparation. I worked pa
time in order to be able to make all the
things our family wanted to eat. If this
sounds like I feel sorry for myself, noth-
ing could be further from the truth.

The day our ten year old
told us, "I really like me the
way I am no%tt I knew no
amount of effort would have
been too much.

Today we are rewarded with a
delightful young man who has explored
manv ootions ajld decided to follow his
dad"s '  profession managing
Pennsylvania's state parks.

GaYle Giza

When Medicine Does
More Harm Than Good

Medication may trigger be-
havior, learning problems.

In February of this year the New
England loumal of Medicine rcported
on a study of phenobarbital. For
decades, this medication has been given
to infants and chil&en who were con-
sidered to be at risk for convulsions.

The two year study involved over 200
children from 8 months to 3 years of
age. Not only did the medicine fail to
reduce the number of seizures, but the
children taking phenobarbital scored
nearly 8 112 points lower on I.Q. tests
than those who were not medicated.
The children were tested again after
they had been off the medicine for six
months. The I.Q. score difference was
not as great, but remained more than 5
Doints below the other children - a
difference considered to be statistically
important.

Earlier laboratory research had indi-
cated that animals who were given
phenobarbital when they were young
had smaller brains and fewer nerve cells
than the control animals.

One ofthe researchers, Dr. Jaqueline
Farwell, a pediatric neurologist at the
University of Washington, concluded
that "the treatment is worse than the
disease."

"Many parents whose children were
on phenobarbital," she continued,
"complained that the children were hy-
peractiy€ [emphasis addedl or irritable
or moody or depressed. They would
have disturbed sleep - either they
would sleep all the time or they could not
sleen."

Another of the study's authors, Dr.
Deborah Hirtz, a pediatric neurologist
at the National Institute of Neurological
Diseases and Stroke noted that the
lower test scores could "be related to
behavior and attention spans."

Editor's
the effect of the srtificial colors and
flavors in liquid pediatric phenobarbitol?

Although the medicine's use may
now be questionable, the Epilepsy
Foundat ion of  America ca ut ions
parents not to discontinue medications
without the guidance of their pbysician.
"Sudden withdrawal of antico$ulsart
drugs such as phenobarbital can trigger
seizures, including seizures that are har-
der thal usual to control, or which occur
inseries," cautioned Dr.W. Edwin Dob-
son of the Foundation.

Hyperactivity and Risk of Manic Episodes
Phenylpropanolamine (PPA), an ingredient in the appetite suppressant

Dexatrim andin many over-the-counter nasal decongestants has been implicated
in the onset of manic psychosis (episodes of excessive, unrealistic enthusiasm),
according to a paper published rn ahe Joumal of Clinical Psychopharmacologt
(8/8e).

The researchers suggest that PPA may precipitate manic episodes in a person
who was already genetically predisposed to manic-depressive illness. Childhood
hyperactivity may be a precursor to manic-depressive disorder.

from the AMI-I.IV Newsletter. reDrinted with Dermission

Medications in Canada
Feingold volunteers have long been aware that
foods which appear to be identical in the
United States and Canada, may actually con-
tain different ingredients.

ITor this reason, the Foodlists in use in the U.S. cannot be relied upon for use

-[ by our Canadian members. It was urrclear, however, if the same applied to
medication distributed in both countries. [,ois Gowans, President of the Feingold
Association of Beamsville, Caaada, recently shed light on this ir a review of the
bookUndentanding Canad.ian Prescription Dn8s, by Dorothy L. Smith' The book
is endorsed by the Canadian Pharmaceutical Association.

"I learnedihat prescription drugs available irr Canada are frequently different
from those available in the United States even though they may be ma:rufacturEd
by the sane pharmaceutical company and sold under the sane brand name. More
than one-third of the medication instructions differed between the two countries.
There are some Canadiatr medications that have exactly the sarne name as the
Anerican product but have different ingredients or different strengtbs...as a result
the contraindications, warnings and side effects can vary b€tween the two
oroducts."
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explored.

food itself. When light strikes these
ridges it is diffracted, producing vivid
colors and moving images which seem
to float within the food. The process
does not add anything to the food, nor
does it chanse the texture or taste.

Holography has already been tested
on chocolate bars and can be used to
produce a colorful design ou white or
clear lolllpops.

Another'6Dimension" to Candy and Other Foods
In the search to replace petroleum-based synthetic dyes, many alternatiYes have been

imensional Foods, a young
enterprise headquartered in

Boston, has come up with a remarkable
techrology - edible holograms.

Dimensional Foods Executive Vice
President, Neil Winn eg,told Pure Facts
he is hopeful this technologr will enable
food manufacturers to produce foods
which appeal to children without the
need for slinthetic dyes.

Holographs, widely used on credit
cards and novelties, produce a multi-
colored image which appears to be
three dimensional. They are made by
focus'Lng a laser beam on a ligbt-sensi-
tive emulsion.

In adapting this to edible products,
Dimensional Foods creates a layer of
microscopic ridges on the surface of the

Another solution offered is "Rau-
bow Sparkles." They are made by
creating extremely tiny ridges in starch
particles which can then be applied to
the surface of cookies, cakes, or cereals.
As light bounces off the ridges, the sur-
face ofthe food glistens with bright mul-
ticolored flecks.

An exciting possibility for edible
holography lies in the freld of phar-
macolog5i. Synthetic colors are used to
distinguish different medications and
ident i fy the var ious brands and
str€ngths. Dimensional foods is cur-
rently working on ways to replace
petroleum-based dyes by embossing
compressed tablets with holographic
images.

Those Fruity Little Things
Have you checked out the label of

some of the gelatinous little "fruit
snacks" only to find they are another
name for iunk? Center for Science in
the Publii Interest points out that an
entire nacket of Sunkist Fun Fruits con-
tains the equivalent ofjust 1 V2grapes!
For real fruit snacks (stage II), stop by
your local health food store.

Reading, Writing,
Arithmetic, Lead and
Asbestos

The Environmental  Protect ion
Agency (EPA) has published two docu-
ments dealing with some of the hidden
hazards in schools.

"Lead in School Drinking Water"
lists drirking water coolers with lead
liners. Contact the EPA at 800-42.6-
4791 for details.

"The ABC's of Asb€stos" is a joint
effort of the EPA, the National Educa-
tion Association, and the National
Pa.rentTeacher Association. Contact
US EPA OTS (TS79), Washington,
DC2n460.

What do cranberries.
oranges, garlic, onions
and banana have in
common?
Definitely not fruit salac.

All of them contain substance(s)
which nrevent certain bacteria from
causing food to spoil. This could lead
to a better alternative to some artificial
nreservatives.- 

Microbiologist Edward Richter
hooes to determine which chemical or
chimicals in bananas have this an-
tibiotic effect; he feels it's too early to
speculat€ on the possibility of prevent-
ins infections in humans.

PIC Report
CoCoMo's plain candies have been

added to our list of acceptable foods.
They are chocolate candies sweetened
with dates instead of sugar, and coated
with natural ly colored glaze.
(CoCoMo's have the appearance of
pastel M&M's.) Check at health food
stores or contact American Natural
Snacks (904) 825-2059.

Are you using vitamins or medicrne
which contain synthetic flavors or
colorings? It doesn't take much to set
off a sensitive child or adult. And a
substance you ingest every day is espe-
cially likely to cause a reaction.

Did you remove salicylates during
the early week ofthe program?

Manymembers ask, "Are salicylates
really important?" The answer is Yes,

Yes, Yes!

Little Chocolate Pumpkins
If you have found a source for

natural chocolate candies from the Pal-
mer Candy Company, you may be able
to find Halloween candy as well. Some
supermarkets, drug stores, and dis-
count stores carry them,

Their little pumpkins are similar to
the milk chocolate balls offered at
Christmas and Easter, except that they
have orange foil wrappers decorated
with iack-o-lantern faces.

With other Palmer candies check to
be sure they do not contain "vanillin" -
synthetic vanilla.

Is your child doing "pretty well" on the
Feingold Program?
The difference between pretty well and GREAT may be
one or two things you're overlooking.

What brand of toothpaste are you
using? Check the Foodlist if you're not
sure your brand is ok. Just because it's
white, that does not mean it will be
tolerated. Many people believe that
something like toothpaste or mouth-
wash won't affect a child since he spits
it out;just as medicire placed under the
tongue will be rapidly absorbed, syn-
thetic colors or flavors will be rapidly
absorbed as well.
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OId Fashioned Ham, Sausage and Bacon
If salt cured, hickory smoked, old fashioned Kentucky ham - with or without red-eye
gravy - is your kind of food, then you'll be glad to know about Scott Hams. (These are
intensely-flavored meats, not your traditional deli sandwich fare.)

A smal l  operat ion.  intended to
f\upplement their farm i-oconoe,

has grown into a business produci-og
10,000 hams amually. The Scotts ship
hams, sausage, bacon, and a selection
of country foods around the world.

None ofthemeats contain nitrites or
MSG or are subjected to the tlpical
insults of modern technolog5r. An rm-
oressive collection of state fair awards
ittest to the success of June and Leslie
Scott's old fashioned 9-12 month curins
tecbniques.

For more information contact: Scott
Hams, Rt. 4, Box L14, Greenville, KY
42345 (502\ 338-3402.

Donna's Homemade
Sausage

Check your Foodlist for accept-
able brands of sausage, or try this
easy mixture.

1 lb. ground turkey or pork
1/2 teaspoon sage
1 teaspoon salt

Mix well. Fry or broil in patties,
or scramble for pizza topping.

Donna Cuftis
Cathage, IL

Bacon for Breakfast?
Many people have given up on eating

bacon, ard for different reasons.
Feingolders are suspicious of yet

another food additive, especially one
lile nitrites, whose initial purpose was
to retain the color of meat, not to
preserve it. Blut Pure Facts hasrecer'tly
leamed that TBHQ and BHA may be
added to the chemical curing agents
sodiurn tripolypbospbate and sodium
ascorbate, which canbe used to replace
nitrites. (So,rrce: Food Technolory, June,
1990)

Some people give up bacon because
of its high fat and sodium content. Ac-
cording to Consumer Repo,ls, bacon's
7 4Eo fat content is the same as cheddar
cheese, and two slices ofbacon contain

as much fat as one egg; what's more,
bacon has twice as much unsaturated
fat as saturated. Its salt content is high,
but is about the same as a hot dog or a
few slices of American cheese.

The issue of nitrites and their con-
nection with cancer scares away others.
But Consumer Repo,.tj notes: "If you
don't want to live without bacon, you
cal reduce its nitrosamine content by
cooking it in a microwave oven. Some
studies have found that the lower cook-
ing temperatures in the microwave
result in no detectable nitrosanines m
the bacon." (Consumer RepotTs, Oc-
tober 1989)

A Feingold breakfast could ideally
contain microwave cooked, nitrite-free
bacon * but not too much and not too
often.

Americans spend nearly $3
billion a year for bacon.

Avoiding ni t  r i tes? Consider
sliced chicksn or turkey lunchmeat,
or roast beef from the deli.

DearFeingold
Association

I read an article in Woman's llorld
magazine about a boy named Eric who
was hyperactive ard was helped by the
Feingold diet. To my surprise, I was
reading about my own son, Michael.
Michael is only2l months old but he has
a lot of Eric's problems.

Michael will not sit still, he will hit
and kick us, he will not sleep through
the night....I noticed after giving him
lunch meats [which contain nitrites] he
will get very crazy and wild. I stopped
giving him the lunch meats; I also
brought it to the attention of my
pediatrician. She replied tbat he is
going through changes and not to
worry, it will pass.

I cannot take it much longer. Please
send me more information regatding
this oroblem and let me know what I can
do to help Michael and myself.

Sincerely,
8.K., Hollywood, FL

Editor's note: We are still receivins mail
{rom this Mar 1g8g Woman\ World articte!

NewRedDye
The recent FDA action to ban certain uses of the
petroleum-based dye Red No. 3 has stimulated food tech-
nologists to seek more natural alternatives.

p ed cabbage may serve as a better natural source of red coloring than such
Atraditional foods as beets or grapes. The dye derived from red cabbage is far

less likely to be affected by heat or light, and since the coloring is intense, smaller
amounts car be used. This prevents the problem of a vegetable pigment imparting
its own flavor or odor to a product.

Scientists at the annual meeting of the Institute of Food Technologists learned
that red cabbage provides intense shades of red which could be successfully used in
foods ald beverases.
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Another Good Reason Not
to Smoke

We have lone known of the harmftrl
effects of nicotfue. We also know re-
search indicates that food dye can inter-
fere with messages lmssling through
the brain.

Now doctors at the Institute of
Preventive Oncology in Tokyo believe
that nicotine can also disrupt messages
in the brain. They have found that
moderate-to-heavy smokers who be-
come afflicted with Alzheiner's disease
exhibit symptoms hve or more years
earlier than do non-smokers.

Pure Facts
Editor: Jane Hersey

Contributing Editors
Fort Worth: Carolyn Allen
Iowa: Barbara Keele
Los Angeles: Colleen Smethers
New York: Pat Palmer
Ontario: Lois Gowans
San Francisco: Lynn Murphy
St. Paul: Sue Maldonado

Prre ltracts is publisbed (en times
a year and is a port ion ol  tbe
mal er ia ls provided to Feingold
members. For more inlormaliorr
contact the Feingold Association at
(703) 768-FAUS.

PenPals
Would your child like to have a Feingold Pen Pal? Our new program will enable

a child (or child & parent) to correspond with another child in the association. To
enroll, fill out this form and mail it to:

Kathy Leinen
3zl4 North Aspen Way
Rialto. CA 92376

Please sign me up with a Pen Pal this age:

E5&underdparent

n 6, z, 8 (grades r, 2, 3)

n 9, 10, 11 (erades 4, 5, 6)

Here'sWhat a Little Giving Can Do
Every fall Feingold members have the opportunity to
target some or all of their United Way donation to help
the association that works for you. Just $1 a week will
enable us to:

Research 150 new products for possible addition to our Foodlist.
Print 500 information brochures to reach families at their wits end.
Conduct telephone resealch with all of the major fast food chains.
Provide our videotape for 5 cable TV stations.
Supply professional packets to 10 doctors.
Pay for 2 f2 months of our 800 number phone service.
Print 150 new bumoer stickers.
Mail brochures to 200 soecial education teachers.
Provide services to two families unable to afford our membership dues.
Mail out press releases to 180 newspapers.
Pay for 3 montbs rent for our post office box.
Establish a Feingold support group ia another country.
Print 1,000 copies of our htroductory letter.
Cover two wseks rent for our national office.

Please ask the United Way coordinator at your place ofwork ifyou candesignate
your donation to be given to the Feingold Association. (We are a tax-exempt non
profit organization alrd qualiff for it.) If you contact us at our P.O. Box or call the
tape (703) 768-3287 we will be glad to work with your United Way to facilitate this.

The High Price of Using
Pesticides

Exposure to pesticides appears to
put many people at risk o[ developing
Parkinson's disease, according to a
study just published in the loumal of
Neurologt.

People living in farming com-
munities and dependent upon well
water appear to be at greatest risk.
Both pesticides and fertilizer can leach
into the ground water.

This report follows many in pointing
to the use of spthetic chemicals as a
probable trigger for the devestating af-
fliction. Previous research indicates
that Parkinsonism is found prlnarily ir
industrialized countries.

Studies published earlier this year
show that people who work directly
with oesticides are seven times more
likelyto develop the disease. But not
everyone who fits this description be-
comes afflicted. It appears that some
individuals are especially susceptible,
that they possess the same "genetic
predisposition" Dr. Feingold referred
to in describing the hlperactive child.

Researchers at the University of
Brimingham in England believe that
some people lack the necessary en-
zlmes in their liyer to remove the toxic
chemicals to which they are exposed.
These toxic substances then proceed to
darnase the brain.

hz, t1,14 (grades 7, 8, 9)

! 15 and older

I prefer to write to a:
_boy eirl _either

My name

GfuIBoyAge

Address

City State zip
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